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Former Principal of  Kottayam Orthodox Theological Seminary
Rev. Fr. Dr. K.M. George, Sh. George Skariya and Mrs. Shiny Varghese

Visits His Holiness Dalai Lama.  

In this world we have many problems but it all comes from 
here (pointing to his heart). Fear, ambition is what harms...
ambition when it is creative and with good motive, it is 
good for all. It should not be self centred. When it comes 
from the thought ‘I am great’, it wipes away everything with 
it.

Th ere are many non believers in the world, we must make 
them believers. It doesn’t matter if they follow Buddha, 
God or Allah, but being part of humanity, they must be 
brought to the fold. 

FROM HIS HOLINESS THE
DALAI LAMA

Shiny Varghese

India has many religions but India is a secular country. 
Secular means respect for other religions; it is there in the 
Constitution. It’s a diff erent meaning in the West, where 
they believe it is similar to atheism. But in India it has a 
diff erent meaning. So we must spread awareness to those 
people who don’t believe. 

Unless there is peace, love and humanity in the world, 
nothing material will make people happy. For that, we need 
peace and compassion in our hearts.
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The Gospel of John (20:7) tells us that the napkin, 
which was placed over the face of Jesus, was not 

just thrown aside like the grave clothes. The Bible takes 
an en  re verse to tell us that the napkin was neatly 
folded, and was placed separate from the grave clothes.
Early Sunday morning, while it was s  ll dark, Mary Magdalene 
came to the tomb and found that the stone had been rolled 
away from the entrance. She ran and found Simon Peter and 
the other disciple, the one whom Jesus loved. She said, 'They 
have taken the Lord's body out of the tomb, and I don't know 
where they have put him!' Peter and the other disciple ran to 
the tomb to see.. The other disciple outran Peter and got there 
fi rst. He stooped and looked in and saw the linen cloth lying 
there, but he didn't go in.

Then Simon Peter arrived and went inside. He also no  ced the 
linen wrappings lying there, while the cloth that had covered 
Jesus' head was folded up and lying to the side. Was that 
important? Absolutely! Is it really signifi cant? Yes!

In order to understand the signifi cance of the folded 
napkin, you have to understand a li  le bit about Hebrew 
tradi  on of that day. The folded napkin had to do with the 

MATRIMONIAL

Orthodox parents seeks alliance for their daughter (25 years, B/B in Delhi, B Tech comp.
Science & working as a QA with a MNC in Bangalore ) invites proposals from qualifi ed professionals.

Contact. Nos.  9971923670  / 9871468698

Master and Servant, and every 
Jewish boy knew this tradi  on.
When the servant set the 
dinner table for the master, he 
made sure that it was exactly 
the way the master wanted it..
The table was furnished 
perfectly, and then the servant 
would wait, just out of sight, 
un  l the master had fi nished 
ea  ng, and the servant would 
not dare touch that table, un  l the master was fi nished. 
Now, if the master were done ea  ng, he would rise from 
the table, wipe his fi ngers, his mouth, and clean his beard, 
and would wad up that napkin and toss it onto the table.
The servant would then know to clear the table. For 
in those days, the wadded napkin meant, 'I'm done'.
But if the master got up from the table, and folded his napkin, 
and laid it beside his plate,the servant would not dare touch 
the table, because........... The folded napkin meant,'I'm 
coming back!'
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One among the seven sacraments is the ‘anoin  ng of 
the oil on sick’, according to Orthodox Chris  an community. 
Anoin  ng of the soil on the sick as a  great importance in the 
Orthodox Church, unlike other churches, anoin  ng of oil on the 
sick is a means of remission of sins which has  a got a direct 
connec  on with the healing of the sick in the Orthodox church. 
The protestant nor the Catholic Church consider this sacrament 
as the last sacrament of man’s life on this earth.

This again is one such sacrament which is mistakenly taken 
as the ‘last sacrament’ by many of our Chris  an believers due 
to their lack of knowledge. Church fathers have taught us that 
healing of sick is indeed healing of the spirit which means it is 
remission from persons. Many Orthodox Church believers are 
frightened of this sacrament as they connect it with a person’s 
end  me in earth but in reality this is not true,“Anoin  ng of 
Oil” can be done on any sick who wants to get healed of his 
sickness. The ques  on that will arise then is what has healing 
of the sick got to do with ‘remission of sins’. The answer to this 
ques  on is in the Holy Bible itself. Christ himself as portrayed 
in St. Mathew and St. John heals the Leper by telling him that 
your sins are forgiven. It is clearly men  oned in St. John 5:12-
16, when leper approaches Christ to get healed. Christ instead 
of healing him says that, “son your sins are forgiven’, and at the 
same  me leprosy leaves his body and he gets healed. Hence 
Holy Bible itself teaches us that “ healing of physical illness is 
indeed healing of the spirit or remission of sins”.

The concept of “ Anoin  ng  of the oil of the sick’ sacrament 
is that whoever is physically ill and wants to get healed of his/
her sickness can ask for the priest or his rela  ve’s can ask for 
ge   ng “ anoin  ng of oil” to be done on the ill person. Again 
the wrong concep  on that many of the orthodox believers 
have is that “Holy Mooron” is being used for anoin  ng of the 
oil, but that is not true , “ Saith” oil is taken for the anoin  ng 
purpose . the priest prays and uses the oil for the anoin  ng pur-
pose. The priest prays and uses the oil for anoin  ng purpose. 

This prayer indeed says that person 
has got redeemed from all his sins. 
But for the same to happen it is nec-
essary that the ill person should be 
mentally alive. Hence we can say 
that ‘Anoin  ng of oil’ cannot be 
done on a person who has no con-
sciousness. An unconscious person 
cannot receive this sacrament be-
cause if the person is unconscious, 
he/she doesn’t realize that a sacrament is been conducted out 
on them, he/she won’t be able to confess their sins. Hence this 
sacrament of anoin  ng of oil on sick is done on ill people who 
are mentally conscious , who have a realiza  on of his/her past 
sins, so that when the rites and prayers carried out by the priest 
the sick person can confess all his sins in his mind to God even 
if he/she is unable to speak.

Thus we can say that ‘anoin  ng of oil on the sick’ is the 
sacrament that has a direct rela  onship with the sacrament of 
‘ Holy Confession’ which is again one among the seven sacra-
ments. Thus the conclusion of this essay would be Orthodox 
Church teaches that any sick person who is mentally conscious, 
who has the realiza  on of his/her sins can receive this sacra-
ment .One person who can receive all the seven sacraments is 
a married priest.  

 Hence the conclusion would be as according to St. John 
5:12-16. Healing of the sick is remission of sins. Also there has 
been numerous incidents in diff erent churches of Orthodoxy 
where people who were declared as having no hope of life , 
got healed  by this sacrament of ‘anoin  ng of sick”. One such 
incident happened through the hands of Rev. Fr. Varghese on a 
pa  ent called Sheeba Saji who is a member of Ahmedabad par-
ish of Ahmedabad diocese. Therefore in short it can  be stated 
that the spirit of God resides in this sacrament and it defi nitely 
showers blessings the life of the recipient.     
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I am not good at wri  ng travelogues and I have never been 
inclined in doing so. But this short visit to the holy land , 

Haridwar had le   such indelible imprints in mind that I could 
not desist myself from sharing my travel experience.

This trip to Haridwar was not well planned nor was it in 
mind for days , it all started with a phone call from Mr. Jojy 
Ninan ( the Editor of this Magazine) who asked me whether I 
could  accompany him to go to Haridwar. I was ini  ally a li  le 
reluctant to be absent from my parish on Good Friday day but 
then a  er a pondering a li  le, I gave Jojy bhaiya a call to tell 
that I will be there with him. On hearing my posi  ve response 
he quickly made all the necessary travel arrangements.

So it was on Thursday a  ernoon that we boarded the train 
from New Delhi Railway Sta  on, and in a few hours  me, we 
saw ourselves stepping out at the Haridwar Railway sta  on . 
A  er stepping out of the train I kind of experienced a feeling 
that a light breeze had just swayed over my face. That breeze 
made me feel spiritually fresh like never before and it was also 
enough to make me realize why the place is so very special.

Coming to the  prime purpose behind our visit to Haridwar, 
it was not to have a glimpse of worth seeing spots , but was to 
lead the Good Friday service for 3-4 of our Orthodox Church 
families, who thanks to BHEL have a small but blessed church 
there for worship. It may not be out of place to also men  on 
that for both me and Jojy bhaiya the thought of leading a Good 
Friday service was scary ini  ally as we are neither singers nor 
very well versed with worship songs like some of our senior 
altar assistants , s  ll we decided to go to Haridwar because of 

the feeling that God wants us to be there and he will make us 
give our best, which we eventually did. Now as I  am penning 
my Haridwar experience, I am  also feeling how right we were 
to go to the  holy land Haridwar & visit our church there and 
meet a bunch of believers (members of Haridwar church) who 
embraced us with joy. We were so impressed to see the unity 
and their desire to worship God even if there are no priests. We 
also came to know that they open the church and pray on every 
Sundays and other special days even in the absence of Priests. 

This visit to Haridwar also gave us an opportunity to visit 
Hari Ki Pauri . It was simply mesmerizing to see the beau  ful 
free fl owing River Ganga , where scores of devout people could 
be seen taking bath and hundreds others si   ng at the bank,it 
was a sight which was one of its kind. All in all it was truly a 
short but memorable visit to one of the ancient and holiest 
places of the country.
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Nehemiah was a captive who rose to 
the position of a governor because 

he had a heart to serve God and His 
people. He was a slave in the land of 
captivity when news reached him that 
the walls of Jerusalem had been broken 
down and the gates burnt with fi re. 

 His desire to rebuild the walls caused him to 
return to Jerusalem. His story contains several leadership 
lessons.

Lesson number one; a leader must take the initiative. 
Initiative means the power to act or take charge before 
others do. A leader that fails to take the initiative is not 
a leader. Long before Nehemiah heard that the walls 
had been broken down and the gates burned with fi re, 
others had heard; as matter of fact there were people in 
Jerusalem when the walls were broken down but they 
did nothing about it. Nehemiah heard and immediately 
took the initiative to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the 
walls. This is one quality that separates a leader from 
followers.

Lesson number two; a leader must accept 
responsibility. Many in leadership positions fail to 
realize that a leader is called to take responsibility. 
Nehemiah accepted responsibility of building the 
broken down walls of Jerusalem. He also accepted 
spiritual responsibility of going before God in prayers 
and asking for forgiveness for his nation.

 Lesson number three; a leader must have a clear 
vision. Vision tells the leader where he should go and 
a man who has no vision is a man who does not know 
where he is going. Nehemiah had a vision, to rebuild the 
walls of Jerusalem which had been broken down.

 Lesson number four; a leader must be able to 
communicate the vision to the people. The Bible talks 
about writing the vision and making it clear so that the 
one that reads it may run with it. No one can run with a 
vision that is not clear and so it is important that a leader 
is able to communicate the vision clearly to the people. 
However, before a leader communicates the vision, he 
must ensure it is clear to him. Nehemiah communicated 

Nehemiah: 

The Captive Who Became a Leader

the vision to the people but it is interesting to note 
that when he fi rst arrived in Jerusalem he did not 
immediately do this; rather he spent time viewing the 
damaged walls. I believe he was trying to evaluate the 
situation fi rst hand so as to have clarity of the vision 
before communicating it to the people. This is very 
important and a leader must never communicate to the 
people a vision that is not yet clear to him.

Lesson number fi ve; a leader must get the people 
to buy in to the vision. It is not enough for the leader to 
communicate the vision; he must get the people to buy 
in to it. Nehemiah did not stop at communicating the 
vision he got the people to buy in. He carefully explained 
to the people the present situation then charged them 
to arise and build and went on to tell them why they 
must build. In getting people to buy in to a vision, a 
leader must carefully point out to the people what they 
stand to gain, or why they should buy into the vision.

Lesson number six; a leader must be ready to face 
the opposition. As soon as the people arose to build 
the walls, opposition also arose. Sanballat, Tobiah and 
Geshem laughed the people to scorn and Nehemiah 
spoke up and answered them. Opposition will always 
arise against the fulfi lment of a vision and when it 
does the leader must be ready to face it; this is his 
responsibility.

Lesson number seven; a leader must refuse 
distraction. The purpose of opposition is to distract 
a person or a people from the pursuit of a vision. 
Opposition usually targets the leader because he bears 
the vision that drives the work and the easiest way to 
stop the vision is to stop the leader through distraction. 
Once, Sanballat and company called for a meeting with 
Nehemiah but he responded thus, "I am doing a great 
work, so that I cannot come down; why should the 
work cease, whilst I leave it, and come down to you?" 
Nehemiah refused to allow the opposition distract him 
and stop the work.

A good leader must stay focused until the vision is fulfi lled.
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ANU JABI
ST THOMAS GHAZIABAD
Bible Reading (Malayalam)

3rd PRIZE

SHINU SAJU,
ST THOMAS GHAZIABAD

Essay Writing
WINNER

GOLDY P. VARGHESE,
 ST JAMES MAYUR VIHAR -3

ELOCUTION
2nd PRIZE

JINCY JOHNSON
ST GREGORIOS GURGAON

SOLO SONG (LADIES)
3rd PRIZE

JAYA BIJU
ST MARY’S FARIDABAD

Bible Reading (Malayalam)
2nd PRIZE

SHEEBA SMITH
ST MARY’S HAUZ KHAS
Bible Reading (English)

3rd PRIZE

NIKHIL M. VARGHESE
ST MARYS HAUZ KHAS

 ELOCUTION
WINNER

PREETI SCARIA,
ST GREGORIOS, JANAKPURI

SOLO SONG (LADIES)
2nd PRIZE

SCARIA CHACKO
ST. GREGORIOS JANAKPURI

Bible Reading (Malayalam)
WINNER

ANJITA JOHN
ST GREGORIOS GURGAON

Bible Reading (English)
2nd PRIZE

BINI`SAMUEL
ST MARY’S FARIDABAD

 ESSAY WRITING
3rd PRIZE

ANNA MARY ALEX,
ST THOMAS SARITA VIHAR

SOLO SONG (LADIES)
WINNER

ANUROOP BASIL VARGHESE
MAR GREGORIOS NOIDA

BIBLE READING (ENGLISH)
WINNER

ROSLY RAJU,
ST THOMAS SARITA VIHAR

ESSAY WRITING
2rd PRIZE

ANJITA JOHN
ST GREGORIOS GURGAON

ELOCUTION
3rd PRIZE

ROMY PONNACHAN
ST STEPHEN DILSHAD GARDEN

SOLO SONG (GENTS)
WINNER
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A New Year Satsang at Kudtf-Hermitage 17-19 January 2016
Some of us friends once again assembled at Kudil- Hermitage in the Peerumedu hills on Sunday, 
17 January 2016. There was N.A.Naseer, well- known wild photographer, eco-explorer and 
writer together with some great nature lovers and trekkers, Harilal - eco- joumalist and writer, 
Manoj- teacher and Karate master, Harish- Herpetologist (studying reptiles and amphibians) 
and adventurer, Vinu - researcher in Human Rights and Bio Diversity and Ornithologist , Bino 
- artist and professional photographer, Sanjay the priest, Alex the deacon and me. Naseer and 
Vinu were visiting the Kudil for the second time.

KUDIL MEET

When we arrived at Munnattumukku (confl uence of three mountain 
streams) it was already dark, and a deep quiet had enveloped the 
surroundings. As we climbed the rather steep and rough stony 
path to Kudil in the dark with heavy backpacks we could hear the 
gurgling of the forest streams behind us. They were singing day and 
night, and the meeting of streams amidst the very picturesque rock 
formation produced a hilarious sound.

We prepared tea and a little fi re in front of the hut. As our friends unpacked and began to 
settle down, we priests sneaked into the chapel of Transfi guration for the evening prayer of 
the three-day Nineveh Fast to begin next day.

The “chapel” is a very simple structure of bamboo and dry 
grass around a living mango tree symbolising the Tree of 
Life and a large boulder under the tree as the Altar. On our 
return from the chapel our friends said they too would like 

to join the prayer next time.

In the evening as we priests chanted the evening prayer in Malayalam and Syriac 
and made many prostrations in the chapel the rest of the group joined us. Fr Tiju and 
Deacon Rohith newly arrived. I explained to our friends coming from very different 
backgrounds the story of the prophet Jonah in the Bible and how the traditional 
Moonnu Nompu (3- day Fast) was woven around the theme of the moral decadence 
of the great city of Nineveh and its eventual repentance and restoration as narrated in 
the book of Jonah.

Fr. Dr. K. M. George
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After prayer, we sat 
in a close circle and 
had a Satsang with 
meditative- refl ection 
from the members of 
the group. The focus of 
our refl ection was on 
our shared communion 
with Nature, and how we 
could shape a genuine 
human community with 
reference to the spiritual 
dimension of life and 
true human values of 
simplicity, compassion, 
interconnectedness and 
creative transcendence.

In the evening we had 
chapatti and tomato curry 
with a little rice soup that 
was concocted from the 
left over of the leftover from 
the previous evening. See 
the power of holy tradition 
and its unbroken continuity! 
To make chapattis Vinu 
fl attened with great skill 
and amazing speed 
the wheat balls into all 
possible shapes of various 
continents like Africa and 
Australia, and frSanjay 
instantly baked them over 
fi re with the same skill 
and speed. 50 chapattis 
in 20 minutes! Watching 
them, the rest of us really 
suspected they had a 
good thattu kada (street corner food- vending} back ground. 
Meanwhile deacon Alex was discreetly making tomato curry 
to go with the chapattis. As the campfi re subsided late in to 
the evening, Mano], with his love for all that is natural, threw 
raw tapioca pieces into the glowing embers, and we ate the 
baked delicacy to our heart’s delight..

Naseer suggested that part of the new bamboo mesh1

enclosing the veranda of the hut be removed since it I

curtailed our sense of space and freedom. We all agreed 1 
with the wise suggestion. It was a simple bamboo | lattice 
work but fi rmly fi xed to the pillars. Immediately Harish and 
Bino set to work with small kitchen knives and an iron will 
in the absence of proper tools. It was hard but they fi nally 
“deconstructed” it. Although full of appreciation for them we 
were also a bit worried about their housebreaking skill! Tai 
Chi master Nazeer instantly got on to the half -wall from 
which the bamboo structure had been removed and sat there 
in a meditative posture like a wise karanavar (head of the 
collective family) listening to the indoors and the outdoors..

There were perceptive comments on the Kudil art 
installation titled “a fan enjoying the breeze”, a non-
functional fan hanging from a tree, rotated by natural wind. 
Harilal remarked that the fan could now rotate clockwise 
and anticlockwise depending on the wind. How true! The 
fan didn’t enjoy that kind of freedom for back and forth 
movement when it was electrically connected.. Then it 
could rotate only in one direction. Even technology is 
liberated from its own constraint, and moves with the 
natural element of air in all freedom and joy. “The wind 
blows where it wills... So does the Spirit...” Technology has 
to be moved and contained by Nature and not the other 
way round. The message of the art installation was very 
well perceived and interpreted by the group.

There is no conclusion to this little note since the Kudil 
experience can never be concluded. Summing up:
Everybody was deeply touched by the rather unplanned 
experience of strangers from very different backgrounds 
meeting and living together as long -known friends. Gently 
entering each other’s inner universe and being received 
warmly was exciting to the core.
People who are capable of eating well and sleeping in 
comfortable places voluntarily accepted to live even if it is for 
a short period in “primitive” conditions without any comfort and 
eating very simple food.
The inner search went deeper in everyone’s heart for a new 
human world marked by the transparent joy of accepting and 
respecting each other with all differences, of consuming only 
that which is essential for life, of communing with Nature, of 
living as one close-knit family, caring and sharing..
It was inspiring to learn from those who take “the road less 
travelled” in all humility and simplicity..
And then the Silence of the wild and the cosmic Music...
Travellers of the universe, come this way and take us along 
paths untrodden...
(kmg/26-1-2016)
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